Context. Manganese is mainly produced in type II SNe during explosive silicon burning, in incomplete Si-burning regions, and depends on several nucleosynthesis environment conditions, such as mass cut beween the matter ejected and falling back onto the remnant, electron and neutron excesses, mixing fallback, and explosion energy. Manganese is also produced in type Ia SNe. Aims. The aim of this work is the study of abundances of the iron-peak element Mn in 56 bulge giants, among which 13 are red clump stars. Four bulge fields along the minor axis are inspected. The study of abundances of Mn-over-Fe as a function of metallicity in the Galactic bulge may shed light on its production mechanisms. Methods. High-resolution spectra were obtained using the FLAMES+UVES spectrograph on the Very Large Telescope. The spectra were obtained within a program to observe 800 stars using the GIRAFFE spectrograph, together with the present UVES spectra. Results. We aim at identifying the chemical evolution of manganese, as a function of metallicity, in the Galactic bulge. We find [O/H] has a behaviour running parallel, at higher metallicities, compared to thick disc stars, indicating that the bulge enrichment might have proceeded differently from that of the thick disk.
Introduction
The Fe-peak elements include (Sc), Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, and Ge, in a broad classification. The lighter iron group includes atomic mass elements in the range 22 ≤ Z ≤ 26, from titanium to iron (Woosley & Weaver 1995, hereafter WW95) . Despite being gathered in one category, iron-peak elements are produced in complex nucleosynthesis processes, therefore the abundances of some of these elements are not enriched in locksteps with Fe. In particular, the elements Sc, Mn, Cu, and Zn show different trends to that of Fe (e.g. Nissen et al. 2000; Ishigaki et al. 2013) . We note that Sc has a behaviour intermediate between that of α-elements and iron-peak elements, and its nucleosynthesis is not well established.
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⋆ Observations collected at the European Southern Observatory, Paranal, Chile (ESO programmes 71.B-0617A, 73.B0074A, and GTO 71. B-0196) The single manganese isotope 55 Mn is mainly produced in incomplete Si-burning regions, during explosive silicon burning in type II SNe (WW95) and in type Ia SNe (Bravo 2012) . At peak temperature, 4×10 9 < T peak < 5×10 9 K, the shocked material subsequently undergoes explosive nucleosynthesis in Si burning regions, and unstable 55 Co is produced, which decays into 55 Mn. In core collapse SNe the amount of Mn ejected depends on the mass cut between the ejecta and the inner core (Nakamura et al. 1999) . It also depends on the electron excess Y e (and in turn the progenitor metallicity), neutron excess, mixing-fallback process, and explosion energy (Umeda & Nomoto 2002 , hereafter UN02; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Thielemann et al. 1996; WW95) . Umeda & Nomoto (2002) considered a Y e larger by only 0.00001 in the incomplete Si-burning region of population III very low metallicity SNe, and as a result noted that their Mn yields are smaller by a factor of 10 than the yields of Nakamura et al. (1999) . These dependencies were also investigated by Umeda & Nomoto (2005) at very low metallicities. The production of Mn in incom-plete Si-burning regions in SNe Ia is described in, e.g. Iwamoto et al. (1999) and Bravo (2012) .
In the present work, we derive Mn abundances for a sample of 56 bulge field stars, observed at high spectral resolution with the FLAMES-UVES spectrograph at the Very Large Telescope. The sample consists of red giants in four bulge fields: Baade's Window (l=1.14 • , b=-4.2 • ), a field at b = −6 • (l=0.2
• , b=−6
• ), the Blanco field (l=0 • , b=−12
• ), and a field near NGC 6553 (l=5.2
• , b=−3 • ), as described in Lecureur et al. (2007) and Zoccali et al. (2006; . The red clump stars in Baade's Window were analysed by Hill et al. (2011) .
We compare our results to previous samples in the literature. McWilliam et al. (2003a,b) and Sobeck et al. (2006) derived Mn abundances in seven field and three NGC 6528 bulge giants, respectively. In order to try to understand the overall Mn chemical enrichment, the present results are also compared with the trends for thin disk, thick disk, and halo stars, derived by Gratton (1989) , , Reddy et al. (2003 Reddy et al. ( , 2006 , Sobeck et al. (2006) , Feltzing et al. (2007) , Schuster (2011), and Cayrel et al. (2004) .
We also compare the results with chemical evolution models that take into account the early enrichment by core collapse SNe and the later type Ia SNe that cause the increase in [Mn/Fe] 1 towards solar values (Cescutti et al. 2008; Timmes et al. 1995; Tsujimoto & Shigeyama 1998) .
In Sect. 2 the observations are reported. In Sect. 3 the atomic constants for the lines under study are given. In Sect. 4 the basic stellar parameters are listed, and the abundance derivation of Mn is described. The results are derived in Sect. 5 and discussed in Sect. 6. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.
Observations
The spectra were obtained with the FLAMES-UVES spectrograph, at the 8.2 m Kueyen ESO telescope. The mean wavelength coverage is 4800-6800 Å, with a gap at 5775-5825 Å. The red portion of the spectrum (5800-6800 Å) was obtained with the ESO CCD # 20, an MIT backside illuminated, of 4096x2048 pixels, and pixel size 15x15µm. The blue portion of the spectrum (4800-5800 Å) uses ESO Marlene EEV CCD#44, backside illuminated, of 4102x2048 pixels, and pixel size 15x15µm. With the UVES standard setup 580, the resolution is R ∼ 45 000 for a 1 arcsec slit width, and R ∼ 55 000 for a slit of 0.8 arcsec. The pixel scale is 0.0147 Å/pix, and typical signal-to-noise ratios obtained are in the range 9 to 70 per pixel, or 25 to 190 per resolution element (∼7.5 pixels at 6000 Å).
The spectra were reduced using the FLAMES-UVES pipeline 2 , including bias and inter-order background subtraction, flatfield correction, extraction, and wavelength calibration (Modigliani et al. 2004) .
The selection of bulge stars was carried out by choosing red giants at about one magnitude above the horizontal branch, as described in Zoccali et al. (2006) . Red clump stars were selected by Hill et al. (2011) . The list of stars is reported in Sect. 4.
1 We adopted here the usual spectroscopic notation that [A/B] = log(N A /N B ) ⋆ − log(N A /N B ) ⊙ and ǫ(A) = log(N A /N B ) + 12 for each elements A and B.
2 http://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines 3. Line parameters: hyperfine structure, oscillator strengths, and solar abundances
Hyperfine structure (hfs) in some lines, particularly in odd-Z elements, are produced from interactions between nuclear and electronic wave functions. The imbalance of neutrons and protons produces a large nuclear magnetic moment. The hfs desaturates strong absorption lines, resulting in broader lines and higher equivalent widths than if considered as single lines (e.g. . Therefore neglecting hfs effects leads to overestimating abundances.
Manganese abundances were derived from the Mn I triplet lines at 6000 Å. We also measured the MnI 5394.67 Å line for a few stars, and since this line is strong in giants, it was used particularly for the metal-poor and/or Mn-poor stars.
Central wavelengths were adopted from the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST, Martin et al. 2002) , which appeared to be the most suitable ones for the location of lines in the solar and Arcturus spectra. Table 2 shows the line excitation potential, log gf values from the literature, and adopted total log gf-values for the four studied lines. Literature gf-values are from Booth et al. (1984) , Blackwell-Whitehead & Bergemann (2007 , hereafter B-HB07), Den Hartog et al. (2011 , and from the line lists by Kurúcz (1993) 3 , NIST 4 , and VALD (Piskunov et al. 1995) . The adopted gf-values were obtained by fitting the solar high-resolution observations using the same UVES spectrograph as the present sample of spectra (http://www.eso.org/observing/dfo/quality/UVES/pipeline/solar − spectru and Arcturus (Hinkle et al. 2000) spectra. Our astrophysical gf values are closer to those of B-HB07.
The hyperfine structure for the studied lines of Mn I was taken into account by employing a code made available by Andrew McWilliam, following the calculations described by . The nuclear spin (I=2.5) of the only nuclide that contributes for the manganese abundance ( 55 Mn) was found in Woodgate & Martin (1957) . For the Mn I 6013/6016/6021 and 5394 lines, experimental data on hyperfine coupling constants, namely the magnetic dipole A-factor, and the electric quadrupole B-factor, were adopted from Handrich et al. (1969) , Biehl (1976) , and Brodzinski et al. (1987) (transformed from MKaysers(cm-1) to MHz), and are given in Table  1 . The hfs components for the Mn I lines and corresponding oscillator strengths are reported in Table 3 . The present fits to the solar and Arcturus spectra for the Mn I lines are shown in Fig. 1 . The adopted solar abundances for Fe and Mn are from Grevesse & Sauval (1998) : (logǫ(Fe) ⊙ , log ǫ(Mn) ⊙ ) = (7.50, 5.39), in good agreement with those from Asplund et al. (2009) and Lodders et al. (2009) , of (7.50, 5.43 ) and (7.46, 5.50 ) respectively.
For Arcturus we adopted the parameters from Meléndez et al. (2003) Handrich et al. (1969 ), Biehl (1976 , and Brodzinski et al. (1987) log gf(total) = −0.266 log gf(total) = −0.10 log gf(total) = −3.55 
Abundance analysis
The list of stars is reported in Table 4 , together with their stellar parameters.
Atmospheric parameters and abundance calculation
Manganese abundances were obtained through line-by-line spectrum synthesis calculations. The calculations of synthetic spectra were carried out using the code PFANT described in Barbuy et al. (2003) . Molecular lines of the CN A 2 Π-X 2 Σ, C 2 Swan A 3 Π-X 3 Π, and TiO A 3 Φ-X 3 ∆ γ and B 3 Π-X 3 ∆ γ' systems are taken into account.
The MARCS Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) 1D model atmospheres grid was employed (Gustafsson et al. 2008) . For the red giant stars, we used the the parameters derived by Zoccali et al. (2006) and Lecureur et al. (2007) , while for red clump stars we used the parameters updated by Hill et al. (2011) . For these stars, Hill et al. (2011) carried out the analyses based both on GIRAFFE spectra and UVES spectra of the same stars, and we adopted the UVES stellar parameters.
Gaussian convolutions with σ=2, 3, and 4, and even 5 pixels for the noisier spectra, with 0.0147 Å/pixel, were applied to all spectra, to improve the fits to the faint lines studied in this work.
For the few metal-poor stars, we added the fit to the MnI 5394 Å line, in order to be able to derive their Mn abundances more accurately. The fits to the four MnI lines for metal-poor sample stars are shown in Figs. 2-5. Mn abundances are reported in Table 4 , where Mn1/Mn2/Mn3/Mn4 refer to the 6013/6016-/6021/5934 Å lines.
Fig. 1.
Lines of Mn I fittings on the solar spectrum observed with the UVES spectrograph, and on the Arcturus spectrum (Hinkle et al. 2000) . Observed spectrum (dashed lines); synthetic spectra (solid red line).
Uncertainties
The main uncertainties are those coming from the derivation of stellar parameters, as described in Lecureur et al. (2007) , where the following uncertainties were adopted: ± 200 K for temperature, ± 0.20 for surface gravity (photometric gravities derived assuming that the stars are at the distance of the bulge), ±0.1 for metallicity, and ± 0.10 kms −1 for microturbulence velocity. The profile fitting errors are to be added to these, estimated to be of the order of ±0.1 in Mn-over-Fe abundances. For eight sample stars, Ryde et al. (2010) carried out a re-analysis using the same equivalent widths measured by Lecureur et al. (2007) . They found cooler temperatures by about 160 K, and estimated errors in spectroscopic gravity of ±0.5. Hill et al. (2011) reported errors in [Fe/H] star-by-star for the GIRAFFE spectra. Based on the uncertainties on stellar parameters as discussed in Lecureur et al. (2007) and Ryde et al. (2010) , we assumed uncertainties of ± 150 K in temperature, ±0.2 in log g given that we used photometric gravities, ±0.1 in [Fe/H], and ±0.1 in microturbulence velocity. Table 5 reports the errors in [Mn/Fe] due to a change in the parameters for two giants close to the edges of our [Fe/H] range: the metal-poor star B3-B1 and the red clump star BWc-6. In this table we also report the different results by adopting the stellar parameters from the several analyses carried out as described above. The errors in [Mn/Fe] are computed using model atmospheres corresponding to each of these models, and rederiving [Mn/Fe] from fitting the observed spectra. The errors are the differences relative to the fitting with the adopted model. The overall uncertainties due to stellar parameters are given in Table 6 for these two sample stars. We note that these final errors are upper limits, given that the stellar parameters are covariant. Finally, adding ±0.1 due to a continuum location uncertainty, we estimate a mean uncertainty in [Mn/Fe] values of ±0.2.
Non-LTE effects on Mn lines were computed by Bergemann & Gehren (2008) . While the effects are considerable in metalpoor stars hotter than 5000 K, increasing with increasing temperature and decreasing metallicity, they appear to be below (non-LTE-LTE) < ∼ +0.1dex for the metallicities and temperatures of the present sample stars. We preferred not to try to correct the literature Mn abundances for halo stars, given that non-LTE effects are counterbalanced by 3D modelling, therefore a correction taking into account both effects is not known. Table 4 reports the Mn abundances derived in the present work. In Fig. 7a our results are plotted with different symbols identi- Table 4 . Atmospheric parameters adopted from Zoccali et al. (2006) and Lecureur et al. (2007) for the red giants, and from Hill et al. (2011) 
Results

Comparison with chemical evolution models
Chemical evolution model predictions by Timmes et al. (1995) and Tsujimoto & Shigeyama (1998, hereafter TS98) for the solar neighborhood, as well as Cescutti et al. (2008) for the Galactic bulge are also displayed in Fig. 7 . Timmes et al. (1995) carried out computations of chemical evolution models for the solar neighborhood, based on metallicity dependent yields by WW95. The nucleosynthesis results by WW95 consisted of 60 type II supernova models of masses 11 < ∼ M/M ⊙ < ∼ 40 and metallicities from zero to solar, incorporating 76 stable isotopes from H to Zn. Timmes et al. also included yields from type Ia SNe, Big-Bang nucleosynthesis of the light elements, and mass loss from planetary nebulae. For SNe Ia, Timmes et al. followed the prescriptions by Matteucci & Greggio (1986) , adopting the results from SNe Ia models by Nomoto et al. (1984) and the yields from Thielemann et al. (1986) . No explicit dependence on metallicity was employed for the SNe Ia input data. Tsujimoto & Shigeyama (1998) employed the SNe II yields from Nomoto et al. (1997) and the chemical evolution model by Yoshii et al. (1998) . There is no particular consideration of yields as a function of metallicity. The TS98 models imply low [Mn/Fe] (2008) computed models specifically for the Galactic bulge, by assuming a flatter IMF and a star formation efficiency 20 times higher than the solar vicinity, as previously established by Ballero et al. (2007) . Their most suitable model option involves metallicity dependent yields from WW95 for type II SNe, combined with metallicity dependent yields from type Ia SNe, that were obtained by applying a dependence law proportional to the overall metallicity Z, of Z 0.65 , to yields from Iwamoto et al. (1999) .
Comparison with bulge Mn abundances from the literature
In Fig. 7b the present results are compared with literature Mn abundances for bulge giants, including bulge field stars by McWilliam et al. (2003a,b) 5 , and three stars of NGC 6528, with stellar parameters derived by Zoccali et al. (2004) , and Mn abundances derived by Sobeck et al. (2006) from the same spectra. The present Mn abundances appear to be in very good agreement with these data points both for field bulge giants (McWilliam et al. 2003a,b) , and for the bulge globular cluster stars (Sobeck et al. 2006) .
These data, together with the present results confirm a good agreement with the chemical evolution model by Cescutti et al. (2008) . On the other hand the lack of a well-defined [Mn/Fe] (Sobeck et al.) are taken into account, does not allow the exclusion of the behaviour indicated in the models by TS98 and Timmes et al. (1995) .
Comparison with the galactic thin disc, thick disc, and halo In Figs. 9 and 10 our results are plotted again, with different symbols identifying the four fields and the Baade's Window red with same symbols as in Fig. 9a for thin disc (green squares) and thick disc (red full triangles) stars. Errorbars are given on the bottom-right corner of both panels.
clump stars (as in Figs. 7a,b) , now compared with literature data, for the thin disk, thick disk, and halo stars. In Fig. 9a , a comparison with Mn abundances in thin and thick disc stars by Feltzing et al. (2007) indicates that the bulge giants show good agreement with both thin and thick disc stars for metallicities higher than [Fe/H] > ∼ -0.7, whereas for lower abundances the [Mn/Fe] values in the bulge appear to decrease faster than for the few thick disc stars with [Fe/H]<-0.7. The comparison with thin and thick disc stars by Reddy et al. (2003 Reddy et al. ( , 2006 given in Fig. 9b shows a decrease in [Mn/Fe] for the thick disc stars that is more consistent with that observed for our bulge sample despite a rather large spread. Figure 9c shows a mean [Mn/Fe]∼-0.4 abundance in very metal-poor halo stars, from Cayrel et al. (2004) , and [Mn/Fe]∼-0.3, in moderately metal-poor halo stars from Nissen et al. (2011) . A slope between the most metal-poor and the moderately metal-poor halo stars could be present. The two stars BW-f4 and BW-f8, at [Fe/H]∼-1.3, have [Mn/Fe]∼-0.7. However, they have S/N = 22 and 38, respectively, in the original red spectra (Lecureur et al. 2007) , therefore not as high as needed to claim a difference compared to other samples. In the star B3-b1 at [Fe/H]∼-0.8, one line indicates a low Mn abundance, in contrast to the other three lines which show moderate Mn deficiencies; therefore, we gave a low weight to the discrepant line, only lowering the mean by -0.05 dex.
In Fig. 10 our results are compared with those by Ishigaki et al. (2013) , Sobeck et al. (2006) , Gratton (1989) , and , adopting for the last their mean values for standard model atmospheres. Ishigaki et al. (2013) derived the abundances of iron-peak elements including Mn in 97 thick disk, inner and outer halo stars. Their [Mn/Fe] ratios (Fig. 10a) Gratton (1989) (Fig.  10c) , Cayrel et al. (2004) (Fig. 9c) , and Ishigaki et al. (2013) [Mn/Fe] for the metal-poor star B3-b1 and the red clump star BWc-6. References: (1) Lecureur et al. (2007) (present results); (2) Zoccali et al. (2008) ; (3) Ryde et al. (2010) ; (4) We note that star B3-b1 was chosen for its reanalysis by Ryde et al. (2010) , but it has one discardable line that gives a low Mn (in parenthesis) to which a low weight is given since it disagrees with the other three lines, and only an extra -0.05 dex is added to the mean of the other three lines. ( Fig. 10a) , and [Mn/Fe]≈-0.5 by Reddy et al. (2006) (Fig. 9b) . A few stars at metallicities -1.6<[Fe/H]<-1.0 show [Mn/Fe]∼-0.6, compatible with the results for our bulge stars. analysed ten thick disc stars (Fig. 10c) A further inspection of the data can be obtained by considering oxygen instead of iron as reference element, given that oxygen is a bona fide primary element produced uniquely by SNe II. The same applies to magnesium, however there is a possibility that some magnesium is produced in SNe Ia. As a matter of fact, Feltzing et al. (2007) were able to better disentangle thick disc from thin disc stars, through this approach. The oxygen abun- dances for the present sample of stars were derived in Zoccali et al. (2006) and Lecureur et al. (2007) In terms of Mn production, Fig. 11b has interesting implications since it should show more directly the metallicity dependence of Mn production, as well as the SNe Ia production of Mn. Cescutti et al. (2008) Cescutti et al. (private communication) , the sensitivity of bulge models to the SNe Ia metallicity dependency is, however, negligible, at least when the SNe Ia progenitors are formed with roughly solar metallicities, and using yields from Maeder (1992) for oxygen, in which it is possible that stellar rotation decreases the oxygen yields possibly too extremely. It would be very interesting to compare the Mn/O in the bulge and thick disc to chemical evolution models with various hypotheses on the metallicity dependency of SNe Ia yields, and different models of oxygen yields, such as those of Cescutti et al. (2008) .
In conclusion, in the metal-poor range -1.3 < [Fe/H] < -0.8, the present sample includes two stars that are slightly more Mn-poor than shown in the literature, except for a closer agreement with data from and Reddy et al. (2006) . The increase towards solar abundances starts to occur at around -1. (Fig. 11b) seems to indicate that the present sample of bulge stars have had a different chemical enrichment history to thick disc stars. The Galactic bulge models by Cescutti et al. (2008) , that include metallicity dependent yields for both SNe II (WW95) and SNe Ia, appear to most accurately reproduce the present results, confirming previous work by McWilliam et al. (2003) .
Discussion
The present results confirm conclusions from previous work, namely, a low [Mn/Fe] in the halo and metal-poor thick disc stars with [Fe/H] < ∼ -0.7 indicating that these stars were enriched in Mn by type II SNe. The contribution from SN Ia starts operating at
